
Investing in ideas
CCEMC – an Alberta-based, independent, not-for-profit 
organization focused on discovery, development and 
deployment of clean technology

Climate Change and Emissions Management (CCEMC) Corporation
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IntroductionThank you for the opportunity to speak with you today.  The Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation is an Alberta based, not for profit , arms length organization dedicated to the discovery, development and deployment of clean technologies. We welcome the opportunity to share some of the progress we have made  Our representatives include Jim Ellis, DM of Alberta EnvironmentJim Carter , Chair of the Alberta Carbon Capture and Storage CouncilBruce Carson, Rob Seidel, CCEMC Legal Counsel Kirk Andries, CCEMC Operations ManagerAnd myself, Eric Newell , CCEMC Board Chairman Please refer to your folder for a copy of the presentation



• NA Context
• Public policy foundation and alignment 
• CCEMC – business model 
• Value of technology funds
• Discussion 

Overview
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Presentation Notes
We’d like to spend the next 30 minutes  covering three general areas of importance.  JJim will address the North American Climate challenges, and the public policy foundation for Canada and Alberta .  I will then describe the Climate Change Emissions Management Corporation , its business model , what makes it unique. We’ll close describing the value of technology funds and some findings from a recent Conference Board of Canada reportJim Carter will then provide a brief overview of the CCS work being done in Alberta Bruce Carson will close with a short summary tying the pieces together and describe  Canada’s integrated approach to energy and climate strategy We’d then like to open the meeting up to discussion



We share a common challenge
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Presentation Notes
Energy resources are developed to meet the global energy demand.  While it’s important to shift to other forms of energy for the future, we will need to use a lot of fossil fuels, such as oil, gas and coal, for a long time yet to come. I think this slide says a lot. We do share a common challenge – we need to find a way to address major sources of emissions . With our shared challenges in fossil fuel extraction comes opportunities to advance carbon management. As you know, Canada is a signatory to Copenhagen. We have committed to achieving a 17% reduction by 2020 on a 2005 baseline.  There is much work to do. The US has 650 coal plants in 22 states. Collectively they emit 60 times the emissions of oil sands. There is a need to develop a comprehensive clean energy strategy approach across North America.  This approach must embrace the opportunities for greening fossil fuel production, advancing green jobs, and accessing diverse markets and investments.  North America’s energy future is about harnessing technology and innovation to ensure long-term reliable, secure and clean energy.  The United States and Canada both recognize the importance of managing climate change – both in terms of strengthening our mitigation actions and in looking to manage to adaptation.  Some policies are mutually beneficial – such as light vehicle standards, while other policies need to recognize the uniqueness of nations and sub-nationals.  What’s important is that all policies reflect the same principles. 



• Clean energy dialogue
• Clean energy research and development
• Clean energy deployment (CCS)
• Electricity grid development 

• Support the economy while addressing the climate change 
challenge. Position both countries as global leaders on clean 
energy and climate change

• Greater innovation
• More, not fewer jobs
• Greater self sufficiency

• Integrated energy and climate strategies needed

A common interest

Convergence Points 
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Presentation Notes
The United Sates and Canada have a common interest in pursuing clean energy, from research and development, technology deployment (such as carbon capture and storage), and advancing the opportunities for electrical transmission.  This is the heart of the clean energy dialogueClimate change is a global issue – from investors to governments to individuals – we all recognize the importance of taking action to mitigate the effect of greenhouse gas emissions on the planet.  Managing climate change can be an opportunity rather than a hindrance to energy security and economic stability.  Advancing green jobs, research, technology development and deployment, alternatives and renewables – all of these can be supportive of a growing economy.  Transformative environmental and technological achievements can result in a prosperous clean energy future for the U.S. and Canada.  



Canadian Government policy direction 
• Signatory to Copenhagen
• Responsible development of Canada’s energy resources
• Intend to become a clean energy super power
• Intend to be a leader in green job creation
• Lead the world in clean electricity generation
• Continue to invest in clean energy technologies

Alberta Government policy direction 
• Speech from the Throne 

• Alberta intends  to be a leader in clean energy 
production and a  global energy provider 

• Secure access to the growing clean energy market
• Responsible resource developer

• Host of policy initiatives such as the Energy Strategy, Climate 
Change Strategy – to support this direction

Policy Linkages/Alignment
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Canada has sent a strong signal to harmonize with the United States on climate policy by submitting its targets to the UNFCC in accordance with those put forth by President Obama.  This action recognizes the integral trading relationship between our two nations and the importance of working together on climate change and clean energy as we both pursue prosperous economies, sustainable environments and a high quality of life.  Alberta is supportive of alignment with the US and will likely adjust our system to ensure there is a level playing field across North America.We have a interest in transformative change. We believe that harmonizing energy and climate policy will provide the foundation to make real progress across the country. It is our intention to become a clean energy super power. We want to continue to develop our resources in a responsible way, drive down emissions, reduce costs, enhance our competiveness and position ourselves to capitalize on the emerging clean energy market .



• Strong fossil fuel-based economy
• New manufacturing/industrial base
• Emissions intensity improving
• Absolute emissions growing
• A compelling need for transformative change

Alberta’s Climate Change Strategy emerges 

A climate for change
Alberta Context 
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Alberta has abundant energy resources and a strong fossil fuel based economy.  Growth of this industry is expected for generations to come as we serve the energy needs of Canada, the United States and others.  Our job is to do this in a responsible and sustainable manner.As the appetite for energy grows, our emissions are expected to grow as well. While our intensity is declining our absolute emissions are growing. This speaks to the compelling need to for transformative change. If we are to reach the targets that we have set we need breakthrough technologies and we need to be developing them now. Alberta’s unique industrial base and greenhouse gas emissions profile were considered when establishing a climate change program that makes sense for Alberta, works within a broader national and international policy framework, and results in real reductions at the source.   We don’t develop policy in isolation – we look at policy from a number of different contexts. When we embarked on developing our 2002 Climate Change strategy, we looked at the issue from a number of contexts and perspectives.  The contexts shaped our thinking and our policy response.



A climate for change
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Presentation Notes
This slides illustrates the emissions profile for all jurisdictions in Canada and the imperative need for Alberta to manage greenhouse gas emissions. If unmanaged, Alberta’s emissions could grow to 305 million tonnes by 2020. If you’ve seen a presentation on the issue of Climate Change in Canada, you’ve probably seen a version of this figure.  I think this figure says a lot about the issue and the context of climate change from a political, environmental, social and economic perspectives. Constitutionally, the Federal Government can enter into international agreements and manage cross jurisdictional issues – Provinces manage their economies, natural resources and environment.  This dynamic constitutional tension often makes it challenging to land on National policy approaches.  The fact of the matter is that every provincial economy is unique – their industry and emissions profiles are very different . For example, Alberta’s are largely industrial while Ontario’s are not.  Consequently, it is important that there be flexibility in approach so each jurisdiction responds accordingly. This is the reason Alberta chose its regulatory approach  focused on large industrial emitters
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Alberta’s emissions profile is heavily industrial-based, with electricity, coal, oil and gas, and oil sands making up 62% of emissions in 2008, and transportation just 15%.  By comparison, many jurisdictions’ profiles have a much greater contribution from the transportation sector. �In Alberta, the primary focus had to be on regulating large industrial emitters to achieve reductions.  Facilities that emit more than 100,000 tonnes in Alberta must report their GHG emissions. In 2008, 109 facilities reported under the Specified Gas Emitters Regulation.  (in 2007, 106 facilities reported).- Total emissions reported in 2008 was 110.9 million tonnes.  This is a decrease of 3.5 million tonnes from 2007 total reported emissions of 114.4 million tonnes. Total reported oil sands emissions in Alberta totaled 37.2 million tonnes, which is a decrease of 0.4 million tonnes from 2007, and an increase of 6.5 million tonnes since 2004.Total reported GHG emissions in CANADA equaled 262.6 million tonnes, which is a decrease of 15.7 million tonnes from 2007 (or more than 5%).  Based on large industrial emitters, Alberta is the number one GHG emitting province in Canada with about 42 % of reported emissions



Alberta’s reduction commitments
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Policy contextAlberta’s 2008 climate change strategy set forth the path to reduce emissions by 50% off of business as usual projections.  This means a reduction of 200 million tonnes of GHGs by 2050: 24 million tonnes reduction through actions related to conservation and energy efficiency (e.g. building standards, capacity support to municipalities, offsets)139 million tonnes reduction through carbon capture and storage; and37 million tonnes reduction through greening energy production (e.g. technology development, renewables and alternatives) This strategy is reliant on the development of supporting transformational technologies.



Alberta’s Approach 
• Integrate energy security, environmental sustainability and 

economic growth.
•Set stretch targets and adjust policies as we learn

• Provide policy certainty for industry
•Large investments being made – too expensive to retrofit

• New technology will be a big part of the long-term solution.

• Market instruments are needed to bridge short term gaps 

• Consumers must be part of the solution

• We need energy system shifts – requires strategic and 
focused investment in transformational change
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In recognition of the challenges Alberta faced and the need to meet the targets described , Alberta adopted a strategy that Integrated energy security, economic growth and environmental sustainabilityThat provided certainty for industry so growth in the economy could continue in a responsible wayThat recognized and supported the development of transformative technologyThat recognized that it would take time to develop technologies so established market instruments to bridge the gap (offsets) That consumers must be engaged and recognize their role It was clear that the old ways of business would not achieve the desired results and that big shifts in the system were necessary. 



• Regulatory – Act, regulations, policy

• CCS - $2B, based on emissions profile and geology

• Renewable – Renewable fuel standard, bioenergy strategy 
(239M)

• Consumers - $2B – public transit, incentives for energy 
efficiency, building codes, Climate Change Central

• Research/Think tanks – Canada School of Energy and 
Environment, Carbon Management Canada 

• Technology fund – CCEMC

Comprehensive approach being implemented 

Complementary Measures
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Alberta has taken a comprehensive systems approach to address climate change challenges. This approach ensures that producers and consumers alike have a shared responsibility.Legislation, regulations and programs have been put in placeAlberta’s $2 billion Carbon Capture and Storage Fund has been fully committed to four projects which are expected to reduce emissions by 4-5MT by 2015Alberta has invested $239 million in renewable energy development .Approximately 17 million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions have been avoided through operational changes and investment in verified offsets As of November 2009, over 25,000 rebates were issued for energy audits; 8,600 rebates were issued for energy efficient clothes washersIn July 2008, the Alberta government committed $2 billion to propel energy-savings transit alternatives throughout the province The Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund  now contains $187 millionAnd we have established world class institutions to  conduct necessary research and investigate technological solutions These are some of the examples of our comprehensive systems approach 



• Technology investment is key to support transformative change

• Keep compliance money where change is most needed
•Electricity and oil sands need to start advancing CCS
Other sectors need to find their path to transformative technologies

• Provide a measure of price certainty 
•Allows companies to focus on reducing emissions

• Act as a regulatory safety valve
•Avoids the distraction of worrying about being out of compliance.

CCEM Fund Policy Drivers
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The technology fund is an important element of our overall strategy . In establishing the fund there were a number of policy  driversWe understand that technology holds the key and that we need transformative technology to get us to where we need to be.  Some risk capital needed to come to bear to finance the next big ideaFunds raised should be allocated to where it is needed most ….with the large emittersThe fund needed to offer compliance measures and a carbon price that afforded industry the stability and certainty it needed when making large capital investmentsLastly, the fund needed to act as a regulatory safety valve where industry were clear about the compliance requirements and how to get there.   



• Climate Change Strategy (02/08)
• Climate Change and Emissions Management Act (03)
• Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund
• Specified Gas Emitters Regulation (07)
• Climate Change Emissions Management Regulation 

(09)

CCEMC - Policy and Mandate
CCEMC  - a tool to advance clean technologies

Government of Alberta Policy Evolution 

CCEMC Mandate - to establish or participate in funding for 
initiatives and other measures related to actual and sustainable 
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and improve the ability to 
adapt to climate change
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So what is our policy foundation for the CCEMC?The original climate strategy of 2002 lead to the creation of the Act. The Act  had enabling provisions for a Fund In 2007, Alberta became the first jurisdiction in North America to regulate large industrial GHG emissions.( specified gas emitters regulation) Facilities required to immediately reduce per unit GHG output by 12%Three compliance options:Physically reduce emissionsPurchase accredited Alberta offset$15 dollar/tonne into technology fund that supports development and application of transformative technologies. The initial compliance period began in mid 2007 and in 2009 the Climate Change Emissions Management Regulation recognized the CCEMC as a delegated administrative organization.  The mandate of the CCEMC is to reduce GHGs and help Alberta dapt to climate change



• Aligned with public policy
• Sustainable
• Transparent and accountable 
• Business and technical acumen
• Disciplined third party review process 
• Best projects selected 
• Focus on performance 

The Business Model
CCEMC – an Alberta-based, independent, not-for-profit 
organization focused on discovery, development and 
deployment of clean technology

Presenter
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It took some time to build the business model for the CCEMC. We tested a number of options and settled on an arms length, independent not for profit corporation focused on the discovery, development and deployment of clean technologies. We consulted extensively with business and government to arrive at this.We knew we had to be aligned with public policy and that resources available needed to be sustainable as technology development takes time. And we knew that our operations would need to be transparent and accountable.  We are committed to funding the best projects  through competitive processes. We have exceptional business and technical acumen on the Board and our processes are supported by disciplined third party reviewersLastly, we are focused on performance. We don’t claim success just sending money out the door.  We are committed to delivery reductions in GHG



Funds
Government collects funds from regulated emitters

• Large regulated emitters must meet performance 
targets

• Three options to comply – achieve target, offset or 
pay

• Funds pooled in a dedicated Climate Change and 
Emissions
Management Fund

• Made available to CCEMC through an annual grant 
agreement

Presenter
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In Alberta large emitters are regulated  to report their emissions and to achieve a 12% reduction  from a predetermined baseline. There are approximately 100 of them They have three compliance options they can use and paying into the fund is one of themThe Alberta government receives the funds and audits facilities and offsets . Funds are pooled in the CCEM Fund and then provided to the CCEMC in the form of an annual grant.



• Leverage additional $$ from industry and others
• Leverage applications - demonstration and 
commercialization 

• Promote industry partnerships

• Accelerates achievement of targets
• Promotes economic growth
• Generates new jobs
• Enhances competitiveness

Technology holds the promise
A broad focus on clean technology allows the CCEMC 
to accelerate commercial applications of new ideas
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We are believers in the promise of technology. Many of us are from industries that have excelled at technological advancement and we believe that these challenges can be addressed.We will be leveraging resources (at least a one to one match is required) We will be leveraging applications as the technologies will not be limited to a single facility and,We will be promoting partnerships to bring together the financial and human capital required t be successfulWe are confident that technology, especially transformative technology,  will accelerate our ability to hit our climate change targets, promote economic development, generate new jobs and enhance our competitivenessThere is no doubt that clean technology development is the path to be on



Project Funding
Millions available for projects each year that lead to actual and 
sustainable reductions in emissions.

Areas of focus:
• Greening energy production (49% of funds)
• Conserving and using energy efficiently (19%)
• Carbon capture and storage (29%)
• Adaptation and knowledge (3%)

Manage as a portfolio

Presenter
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Every year the large emitters must comply and every year there is new money that comes into the fund. We forecast between $60 and $100 M annually and that number could increase with tougher targets, lower thresholds and a higher price for carbon.We are managing our funds on a portfolio basis . We will be balancing the portfolio on a 3 – 5 year cycleOur strategic investment areas are consistent with Alberta’s climate change strategy



Innovation Chain
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We will also be balancing our portfolio based on the nature of the projectWe are of the view that a good idea can come from anywhereWe will support project s anywhere along the innovation chain from bright ideas to commercialization Supporting transformation thinking and project development is a focus for us. Risk capital is necessary to stimulate these ideas. 



• 15 Board members 
• Broad cross section of leaders
• Strong technical and business oversight

• Management team – skilled set of service providers
• Virtual organization
• Objective third party adjudication

Guided by diverse, experienced leaders on the Board

Governance
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The CCEMC is lead by a Board comprised of leaders in a wide variety of disciplines from  electrical power generation to  fertilizer manufacturing.The Board has both business and technical acumen. They are supported by a management team comprised of technical skill sets required to operate the business. These skill sets are all outsourced.The CCEMC is a virtual organization. As such we have no bricks and mortarWe have adopted a distributed delivery model. The operations are managed through an Operations team. 



• First Expression of Interest closed Sept. 30, 2009
• 223 respondents - $1.6B in ask
• 30 Short-listed and notified Nov. 15, 2009
• 26 Full proposals received Feb. 26, 2010
• Board decision expected May, 2010
• Next year – new funds made available
• Balance portfolio and issue new EOI

Current status

A constant cycle of innovation

Presenter
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We are in our first year of operations and have made great progress Our initial EOI attracted 223 submissions which signals an enormous interest and capacity in developing clean technologiesWe shortlisted to the 30 best projects, received 26 for considerationThese are actively under review and a list can be found in your folder. We will be making final decisions on these projects on May 25And then we will start the cycle all over.We expect to do several EOI’s annually and our next one is likely to be in June



•  1.5 years compliance - $123 M 
• Offsets, emissions credits and funding all active as compliance 

options 

• Performance triggers – could affect revenue 
• Participation threshold
• Performance target
• Price

Fund 

Current status

Presenter
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We have received $123M and are in the process of allocating itThe system is working well and all compliance elements are being usedIts possible that the Fund could grow considerably larger The signals suggest that will be the case.



• Regulatory – mandatory requirements
• Dedicated and sustainable resources - segregated 
• Performance accountability – those that emit are accountable
• Jurisdictionally adaptable – can be applied elsewhere
• Certainty – compliance and cost
• Technology mobility
• Objective, expert review
• Performance measurement

CCEMC Value Proposition 
What makes CCEMC different

Ultimately the CCEMC will be judged on the 
delivery of emissions reductions

Presenter
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We have a compelling value proposition, We are different than other tech funds in very important ways  Let me touch on each of them 



Commissioned to do an independent Pan-Canadian assessment

Generally, technology funds: 
• play a critical role in reducing emissions
• provide economic benefits and produce jobs
• strengthen competitiveness
• most effective when combined with other instruments
• private sector investments most likely to succeed

CCEMC : 
• has a strong and effective business model
• directly links emitters to responsibility 
• supports and leads innovation
• is a leader in investing in climate change technologies

Conference Board of Canada

Value of Technology Funds

Presenter
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On May 5th a Conference Board of Canada report will be publicly releasedThe report looked at Canadian climate change policy, technology investments and technology funds, assessed the economic impacts of funds and offered some compelling observations that are worth notingAll Canadian governments recognize the importance of technology development and see clean technology as a means to provide jobs, grow the economy and enhance competitiveness.The study also suggested that  tech funds work best when combined with other instruments such as regulated targets.The study also acknowledged the CCEMC as a very effective business model, unique in Canada offering  the most compelling linkage between the emitters and responsibility CCEMC is a leading tool in Canada to advance clean technologies over the long term.



•  Economic impact of technology funds will be largest in Alberta 
- double all other provinces combined

• A total of $6.86 Billion will be spent in Alberta in the next five 
years

• boosting GDP by roughly $4.8 Billion

• creating 50,500+ person years of employment

• Positive GDP impacts are greater in Ontario signaling the 
benefits of an integrated economy. 

Findings

Value of Technology Funds
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The study also provided some compelling findings The economic impact of technology investments in Alberta over the next 5 years will be double all other provinces combinedGDP will grow by $4.8 Billion and more than 50,000 person years of employment will be createdIn addition, other provinces will enjoy considerable benefits as the source of machinery and equipment



• There is a hunger for technical solutions
• The CCEMC supports discovery, development and deployment 

of clean technology
• $$ for good ideas – no matter where they come from
• Transformative technology desired
• Value – green economy, jobs and GHG reductions
• Demonstrable progress is critical

• Interested in collaborating with others as we share common 
challenges 

Conclusion

Action is everything

Presenter
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Wrapping up
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